**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

1. **PREPARE INSIDE FACE OF DOOR FOR DEVICE.**
   - A. See device directions for locations of vert. and device ref. centerlines.

2. **PREPARE OUTSIDE FACE OF DOOR FOR TRIM.**
   - A. Transfer vert. and device ref. centerlines from inside face to outside face of door. Be sure vert. centerline is parallel to edge of door.
   - B. Locate as and prepare all holes as indicated.

3. **INSTALL CYLINDER (IF REQUIRED).**
   - A. If using mortise cylinder, install cylinder into mortise lock.
   - B. If using rim cylinder, install cylinder using cylinder rose. Then cut tailpiece to extend 3/8" beyond inside face of door.

4. **INSTALL TRIM ON DOOR AND CUT THUMBPIECE TO SIZE.**
   - A. Trim mounting.
     - Top of pull: 1/4"-20x2" FPHMS
     - Bottom of pull: 1/4"-20x2-1/4" FPHMS
     - Finish washer
   - B. Cut thumbpiece:
     - Mortise: thumbpiece to be inside door skin by 1/4".

5. **INSTALL DEVICE ON DOOR PER DEVICE INSTRUCTIONS.**

---

**FOR BACKSET, REFER TO DEVICE TEMPLATE**

**FOR HEIGHT FROM FINISHED FLOOR, REFER TO DEVICE TEMPLATE**

**CORRESPONDS TO TEMPLATES T-2093 AND W-2093**